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IN US DISTRICT COURT
For the central district of IL

Urbana IL 61801

James F. Osterbur 
2191 county road 2500 E.  St. Joseph IL 61873
www.justtalking3.info 

Vs.
United States of America
Internal Revenue Service/ dept of the Treasury; 1500 Pennsylvania ave NW   DC 
20220
the Solicitor General   ROOM 5614, Department of Justice, 
950 Pennsylvania ave, NW   Washington DC 20530-0001 
the Attorney General   US dept of Justice 10th and Constitution avenues NW
Washington DC 20530
the President Barrack Obama;   1600 Pennsylvania ave NW , DC 20500

dated: 1/ 14/ 11                                       trial number: 10-2257

PLAINTIFF RESPONSE, to motion to strike

Untimely is an assertion; that we the public have no further say/ that
somehow all the threats that have been listed in this trial do not compose a list of
reasons or why we belong in this trial, as a people.  Why we should not incur the
authority of OUR GOVERNMENT, which is the constitution, bill of rights, and
declaration of independence establishing the truth of why we joined together to
form this nation; and prove our authority as a democracy.  That form is a true tax
revolt as is our right under the authority called WE THE PEOPLE!  Democracy is
unlike any other form of government: IT MEANS, the people have the final say, in
their government.  NOT “yours/ our employees”.  Within the confines of their
foundation agreements to be a nation unto themselves, we are the owners.  The
court has no authority to preclude or deny such realities.  The court has found it
necessary to avoid a response in this trial, which DOES HAVE PENALTIES, if we
are “One day too late” in dealing with the threats our leadership has imposed upon
us all. 

That means: “a kick start” is necessary/ WE ARE WAITING.  For our
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democracy to prove true: our vote, equals our way/ and our right to decide.

I repeat, from the previous filing: 
EITHER YOU PROTECT US PROPERLY FROM THOSE WHO THREATEN OUR
LIVES/ AND DO WHAT THE CONSTITUTION DEMANDS YOU SHALL DO:   or
critical and real tax revolt, is not only necessary, but a duty described by the
foundation documents of this nation.  That is, the declaration of independence
establishing this people shall not only be heard/ but listened to and obeyed
according to the laws set forth as OUR CONSTITUTIONAL GUIDELINES to the
employees of this OUR GOVERNMENT.  As would be the preamble and
amendments of this constitution/ with a distinct remembrance dedicated to the
principle understanding of what “government means, to us”, as is the bill of rights. 
These ARE, “our guaranteed, inherent rights, to each and every citizen”.  The
difference between being ruled/ and ruling ourselves!  Thereby a preliminary
listing of basic complaints and definitions developing the truth: YOU HAVE NOT
DONE YOUR JOB, as employees of this people.  Consequently you shall either
change to what OUR CONSTITUTION DECLARES FOR US;   or you will not be
paid.  You will inherent a trial; as the question of traitor arises.

Response to defendants:    memorandum

The untimely disrespect, that is a trial pushed aside, as declared by the court;
a lawyer for the defense that fights on the side of power and money instead of
democracy as is a disgrace to this nation.  Entitles me to push! Entitles this people
to be included.

  The reality of consequence as is the possibility I now raise:  that my own
death could strip this lawsuit from the people’s hands.  That fact, regardless of the
actual risk/  Establishes a need to revise and deal with the truth:   not only is this
lawsuit important to me/ but important, valid, and necessary to the nation itself. 
Thereby it cannot be left to “falter in the wind” should I die.  The nation has needs/
the constitution has rights to be defended, regardless of who stands for its defense. 
The duty of this court is to protect the nation: therefore prove that the amended
complaint in any way jeopardizes the nation, or your ability to prove as the defense;
that what is asked for is somehow errant or unconstitutional.  Because if you
cannot/ then reality proves the people do have a right! Proves you are fighting
against them as a nation.  To protect democracy by adding those who can continue
the fight; creating for themselves/ a right to be in this courtroom.  I merely aid that
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effort/ reducing that legal fight, by adding this amended complaint. 
Should I die: is this not about money, power, and pride? The risk is real! 

Should they not fight for themselves?  Where is your fight for WE THE
PEOPLE?  Did you hide it, or is this treason?  Point it out, where is your duty to
democracy?  To this people!  Prove the people have no rights within this lawsuit,
as written. Prove your disrespect, has merit.

The court may disavow the amended complaint: IF IT PROVES by written
declaration or public media presentation/ that should I die:  the trial itself SHALL
GO immediately to the people themselves as the plaintiff,  with all necessary help.
UNDER THE CONTROL, of women from this county in ILLINOIS/ chosen by
vote among themselves:    Who do swear, “FOR LIFE on earth, FIRST”/ as why,
they accept! We must have change!   Are they not included in a legal tax revolt/
the pursuance of authority as we the people over this our nation.  Indeed they are! 

 Rules are for controlling the people/ they do not search for justice/ rules
demand control.  Democracy has rules of its own: found in the constitutional
doctrine of values assigned to our employees they demand that what you shall do:
IS SEARCH FOR JUSTICE, SEARCH FOR THE BEST WAYS, FOR LIFE AND
A FUTURE;   FOR THIS NATION.  That is your job.  Do you want to contend
which is greater?  The need of this people/ or your arrogance!

Response to       “Substantial reason”

The foundation of their defense is:   “This is unintelligible”/ as lawyers for
“government employees”  have stated again and again and again.  Forcing the
truth to come out, that when the employees of our government simply want to
disobey their oaths and destroy the guarantees of our constitution:   “They
plead, and tantrum like 3-year olds, I don’t understand”.  It is fraud, plain and
simple. It is perjury and the intent to destroy DUE PROCESS.  Does not the court
participates “with gusto”, in its reliance on rules to prove,  democracy is
meaningless.   We the rulers intend to control/ by lies, stealing, cheating, threats;  
or any other damn thing we want.  It is a game “All we have to do, is play dumb/
and use rules to discard their constitutional rights, or democratic guarantees.”

  How well you prove the fact, “unworthy to lead”; WE THE PEOPLE
MUST intervene.  By all legal means necessary.

Response to        “Valid cause”
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I PRESENT A VALID CAUSE WITHIN THE UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT:   THE FOUNDATION AGREEMENTS THAT BROUGHT
THIS NATION “TO LIFE”.   I present a valid argument against those employees
who believe they are the government/ and thereby proving themselves to be in
direct and open rebellion against our democracy.  WE THE PEOPLE, are rulers
here/ NOT our employees.  You have a job, at our discretion/ you are not rulers.

As to the claim for relief;   there is absolutely no room for misinterpretation
in a list of complaints that can destroy our lives.  A list of demands, called
threats, that must be addressed for the sake of every future, and every life in
this nation and this world.  Prove that is not the truth:   as that is the demand of
this lawsuit/ along with the authority given to us all:  as WE THE PEOPLE,   
entitled to legally enforce that authority of ownership on our employees; is the
second demand. 

  I am by this lawsuit/ We are:   demanding to know what you intend to do as
employees;   prior to actions that are clearly within our authority as a democracy: in
response to your failures/ the fantasy and delusion which now plague our lives. 
Our legal  authority/ coincides with your ability to demand penalties, interest, and
consequences for the collection of tax:   that we intend to know in advance.  What
our employees intend to do to us/ as an entity called WE THE PEOPLE of this
democracy!  You shall not “pick and choose”/ you shall declare for all, the exact
treatment you will deliver; and sign your name: otherwise, all complaint and
consequence goes to the president for his failure to protect our democracy.  Or
more simply: this lawsuit in terms of taxation demonstrates, YOU SHALL
NOT select individuals “to make an example of”/ and demonstrate power over
the people. Instead, you will Prove the truth of what our authority shall mean, in
terms of penalties and interest/ as we fight for our nation against the threats that
can consume us all. What you intend to do in submission of that authority called
democracy,  as our employees: is a demand of this lawsuit.  Prove your decision/
because we/ I do not wait for   “An attack”. My own personal refusal to pay the
2005 tax, because you the employees of this government refused to provide me the
law called redress:  is the grounds and reality by which you prove the truth of what
each shall expect and enforce as we the people on you!

  Prove what is or is not true now, so that all the people know the price, of
enforcing their own democracy.  Or so they know,  who is a traitor to them, and
must be dealt with in the future. 

Apart from the threats listed, in previous filings.  This reality of governing
by our employees has produced:   the clear and deliberate intent, to steal this entire
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america away from its people.   WE ARE LIED TOO.  About the debts, because no
possibility exists that they will be paid!  The demand is for a true and accurate
accounting to be given to us, as the constitution establishes/ and as debts for this
entire nation, which includes personal, state, financial and every single debt;
including pensions/ all bonds;   ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING!  That our
employees have caused or allowed in our name/ pretending with their fantasies and
delusion “debts don’t matter/ they can have anything they want”!   Which means
it’s a lie on all sides/ the reality we are left with is not a debt, but inflation:   a
game with our lives, our work, and our future.   THE DELUSION, that we the
people have no say, “what can they do”!  Is answered by:   WE CAN throw
you our employees in prison, legally and with the law! And strip away every
lie/ removing the numbers, of those who call themselves wealthy:   which now
encircle us all,  with your shame! Last year, roughly 1.5 trillion dollars was added
to our economy.  Or $15,000.00 per each and every single person, one hundred
million strong.  All these numbers WERE NOT provided to all the people as with
inflation/ they were presented to us as debt; “we must pay”.   SOMEONE ELSE
collected these numbers, NOT US!  Someone else is using these numbers to buy
OUR PROPERTY, OUR WORK, OUR FUTURE, and to strip us of our lives: for
free (to us they give the debt.  To the wealthy, they give the money).  How is that
not,  A game of thieves/ a SWINDLE against this entire nation! 

THIS DEMAND INCLUDES,    TRUTH, or we put you in pr ison and
throw away the key, or worse, for you!

  Government accounting clearly indicates over 100 trillion dollars of debt,
by audits declared in the past at the federal reserve. Gov site.  PRIOR to its re-
dedication as strictly propaganda and lies!  The debts Indicating for this nation: 
combined as personal, state, business, etc: WE CANNOT PAY!

  The continuation of these LIES, allows, we are cheated out of $15,000.00
per person/ per one hundred million people, last year alone.   Inflation means no
real value/ UNLESS you get to be the only one who collects.  We, the people;  do
not collect.  But these numbers WERE GIVEN TO SOMEONE!  And the people
who received “this money” to use against us/ have been steadily buying all the
foreclosed property in this USA.   There is no possibility we can stop them or
compete with them: THEY GET FREE MONEY/ while we get the debts.  THIS
IS: An extreme theft, and swindle:  of an entire nation!   Orchestrated by our
employees; to reduce us to slaves. Leaving us without ownership,  in a democracy,
they sold to traitors.  Explain to me, how this is not cause.  Do you need a foot up
your ass, to understand, or is that too “vague and ambiguous”?  Prove it ain’t so. 
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Prove we as a nation should wait, for you and the other rapists;   to ravage and
destroy this nation, as thieves/ fools/ failures/ or just plain liars!  Let me be clear: I
ain’t in the mood to play games.  The law is an army/ the people can legally rebel
against you;   the people who gave our nation away!

 Response to     II

We reside as a nation built upon democracy:   BECAUSE THE PEOPLE, did
for themselves.  Leaders a disgrace or not.  The foundation of democracy is:  
THE SEARCH FOR JUSTICE/ THE DEMAND FOR GUARANTEED
RIGHTS/ AND THE AUTHORITY TO OWN.  All stand, eithe r on one side,
or the other.  There is no middle ground.

This failure, of our employees to defend us/  to prove they are adequate or
resolved to search and define justice for this people is cause to contend: “traitor”. 
This need for legal  intervention in our democracy, because the employees have
failed/ could not be more clear.  We are the government through our constitutional
guarantees, we are the authority of this nation:   but legal rights,  require redress,
and a courtroom!  Our law, exercised by our power of ownership over this
nation called WE THE PEOPLE!   Means, you have no immunity to refuse
WE THE PEOPLE , in our search for justice/ our demand for authority or
ownership/ and our desire to resurrect ourselves from your failure. 

 To protect ourselves from the threats YOU have imposed upon our lives and
our nation, in rebellion against us: requires law.  Redress is that law, whereby we
prove accountability and our authority, it begins with the removal of money from
your hands.  And it continues, with the legal search for what is plain IN OUR
NATIONS best interest:   which is truth!   Our employees:   just plain too damn
dumb to know better/ and must be pushed out.  Those clearly and intentionally
responsible for swindling us, thrown in jail.  Those who simply did the best they
could, under the circumstances;  either removed or reviewed under the new rules
and reality we shall prove is NOW, our government.  Never again “employees,
without honor”.  Honor is, obedience to the truth, even if you don’t like the reality. 
Duty is:   choosing the foundation that gives us our freedom and liberty, our
individual truth for life respected first!   NOT death, or destruction as has been the
established way for liars, thieves, cheats, and whores (only the money matters).

Response to standards  
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The right to be protected by my government, the founding documentation
that proves an agreement to which we are bound as this nation.  Also proves:
our employees have no immunity to push us away.  I am legally in court to demand
the constitutional guarantees, protections, and due process: GUARANTEED TO
ME!    Which does include redress of grievances in the first amendment;   ARE
MINE.  That is a standard YOU ARE REQUIRED TO MEET.  Not me. 

 Prove you do not literally have to obey this constitution, or accept and
submit to the  accountability and ownership as we the people;   over you, our
employees:   for this United States of America.  If you can/ then you have meet
the standard you impose.  If not/ YOU are obligated to do the best you can in
protection of this nation and its people: by establishing the guarantees of our
constitution. 

  NOT work against them.  As would be consistent with traitor and treason
and rebellion!

Our relief sighted:   IS OUR OWNERSHIP OF THIS NATION!  Our legal
right to force accountability from our employees!  This amended complaint, brings
“we the people” to bear upon this demand.  It establishes WE THE PEOPLE, is
their decision/ not yours or mine.

The employees of our nation, ARE NOT “the united states government”/
they are employees of OUR DEMOCRACY!   Prove it is not so, or capitulate, and
grant the people of this  nation their constitutional right of authority:   over you. 
WE ARE THE GOVERNMENT under the US constitution, and its foundation
documents proving our agreement with ourselves: the bill of rights and the
declaration of independence.  This is our government/ you have no rights beyond
the demands imposed by oath or job.  YOU are, OUR employees.  WE ARE THE
OWNERS!   No excuses, we are the owners.

This UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT (our foundation documents);  
HAVE NOT waived its constitution or authority as we the people:     To our
employees!  Neither did we grant anyone immunity, apart from judges WHO DO
THEIR BEST, for this democracy and its intent for freedom, justice, and truth! 
That is all!  No matter what irrelevant conclusory  discourse of authority, these
defendants may imply. 

 We, according to constitutional guarantees have the right to our authority, as
owners over our employees.  WE ARE THE GOVERNMENT, under the
constitution/ not you.  We have the legal right to redress, as is our legally
guaranteed constitutional law!  We have the right to bring our employees to “a
courtroom before this people”/ and give an account of themselves, with punishment
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fitting to those who lie to a nation.   Therein because this case DOES represent our
constitutional agreements of all the people, to ourselves as a nation.  It is clearly
within the jurisdiction of any court in this land t o acknowledge:   WE HAVE
RIGHTS, rather than “just me”.  Because the truth admits:   this lawsuit is about
more than JUST personal complaints.

Response to         III

This amended complaint presents subject matter jurisdiction by we the
people, and OUR COURTROOMS/ through redress, as provided by the
constitution of this USA, over our employees hired to work for us/ UNDER
OATH. 

 It is that oath/ it is our law of redress, due process, and the rule of
democracy:   that presents itself as the jurisdictional matter directly related to the
courtroom.  You the employee swore to uphold the constitutional law and dictates
of democracy/ with  requirements and direction from our constitution.  Redress is
that law!  You the judiciary, employees of government; and its associates, in court,
in every location within this USA  agreed to uphold the sanctity and purpose of
these documents as your only true authority over our lives.  YOU FAILED this
people in this day;  and redress a constitutional law, comes to prove to us all/ just
how great is the damage done.   How much, is the failure to this people, from lies,
theft, foolishness, and failure?  Not a game.  Not “a joy” anywhere/ a reality of
disgrace and disrespect for our nation.

  DEMOCRACY and the authority of our ownership as a nation called WE
THE PEOPLE, decides if we will demand accountability and authority as we desire
within these constitutional limits.   Your job here, is to prove the law called redress
or the ownership of we the people, is somehow errant/ OR ESTABLISH THE
LAW, and bring this nation to the truth.  Your job is to prove we the people; 
have no authority to refuse the tax demanded/ until these laws, this law of
redress is implemented and the accounting has been done!

 No matter how long that takes, or what that is.  Your job here is to prove
you the employee, have established why:  this is a democracy no more/ and you
claim to be the rulers instead of us.  Establishing “master and slave” / with inflation
we are not entitled to; giving our lives away. 

   Only truth survives, the test of a court/ is that not what you say, or expect. 
Do not all lies die, in a courtroom;  because they do not support life.  A simple
observation:   prove justice/ not tyranny, as is this game you are playing.  
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Judgment is due: prove the threats listed in this lawsuit do not exist/ by the
evidence.  Because if you cannot: THEY MUST BE ADDRESSED AND
RESOLVED BY TRUTH, not want! 

 Prove the money called debt is not inflation used to steal this nation. 
 Prove we have no rights:  as we the people in court/ without your approved

lawyer.   Without rules that do nothing but contort and disgrace justice.  
Prove you cannot understand, and be specific.   Article three declares

immunity for a judge alone/ UNDER GOOD BEHAVIOR!  What then is to be
done to those who practice BAD BEHAVIOR, fighting against democracy and
truth.

 In other words, work deliberately and intentionally with  dedication,  to
protecting this our nation, and providing to this people, their guaranteed rights. 
NOTHING ELSE, is declared immune.  Prove it is not so.

The consistent fraud as is “general grievance about government” is denied. 
I have been as specific as necessary.  The swindle (employees who say; we can
lie), as is consistent with traitor/ treason/ and open rebellion;   is from the delusion
of our employees. The fantasy we have no say.  The assumption that merely
presenting past court conclusory arguments or trials holds any value against the
demands of US CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, is frivolous and argumentative, and
without merit.  The constitution without room for argument: GOVERNS AND
CONTROLS every single law, or conclusion of law, or merit/ every statute/ every
assumption of employee or public.  It is the law!  There are NO others, before it
or beyond it/ it is our government.  Only the people themselves have an equal
authority.  While the court is allowed compulsory interpretations within the
meanings and definitions the constitution creates.  THEY ARE NOT allowed to
conclude ANY opposing doctrine.  The constitution controls, not a judge.  The
failure to respect your oath/ establishes treason.  The intentional denial of what is
literal and law: is an open rebellion against this people called the United States of
America.

CONCLUSION

The foundation authority of WE THE PEOPLE, as owners:   comes in two
distinct parts over this nation.  We have guaranteed rights as defined by
constitutional law, which cannot by any cause or consequence be denied or taken
from us.  They are our guarantees, by law!  

Two:   our first authority after the law we own as constitutional right.  Is as a
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people to defend ourselves against those who would rule over us.  That means:   to
remove the right of taxation from our employees over us, and establish an
accountability to prove what is or is not true, by our employees under us.

  Thereby assessing and establishing the rights and realities of what we must
change, as a nation by our vote/ for ourselves, our future, and our nation, or this
world.  

Our duty to ourselves and this nation, is to be     Vigilant (already too late).  
Our responsibility to the future: is to enforce democracy and the constitution which
says “for the children too”. 

  That means literally:   WE THE PEOPLE, have the final say, within
constitutional guidelines/ but ONLY, as we need to do to protect ourselves.  
Remembering JUSTICE must always remain, without sacrifice/ EVEN if freedom
and liberty require it.   We have to choose justice, by the enforcement of  law!  It is
not free/ we must participate for ourselves, even if our employees refuse.  We must
make the laws that govern our lives ourselves/ so that all know, and clearly this is
the agreement we made to ourselves, under constitutional guidelines for equality
and fair play.  We must change as necessary/ because this world has changed, our
choices have changed, and our reality threatens us with literal extinction/ without
change.  Not a game. 

 “It’s a choice/ MAKE YOUR DECISION.”


